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TOURNAMENT REGULATIONS 

of the MÖLKKY EUROPEAN OUTDOOR 

CHAMPIONSHIP 2024 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 

The Mölkky European Championship (hereafter: EM) is a tournament held under the 

auspices of the International Mölkky Organisation. It is the 8th edition of the European 

Outdoor Championship. 

The dates of the EM are: 13. 07. 2024 - 14. 07. 2024. The tournament will be held at the 

Sport area TJ Ostrava (address: Varenská 3098/4a, 702 00 OSTRAVA), on red clay 

ground.  

The EM consists of four separate tournaments: 

● Beach opening Tournament (11. 7. 2024) 

● Warm-up Tournament (12. 7. 2024) 

● EM European Tournament (13. – 14. 7. 2024) 

● EM Nations Cup (13. 7. 2024) 

In this booklet you will find a whole lot of information about mode, schedule, and execution 

of the different tournaments of the EM weekend. 

TIMETABLE 

Thursday July 11th 

4.00 pm – 5.00 pm: Welcome to Beach opening participants 

5.00 pm – 9.00 pm: Beach opening 

 

Friday July 12th 

11.30 am – 12.30 pm: Welcome to Warm-up participants 

12.30 pm – 12:45 pm: Beach opening medal ceremony (best 12 players) 

1.30 pm – 6.30 pm: Warm-up tournament 

7.00 pm – Warm-up medal ceremony (best 6 teams) 

4.00 pm – 9.00 pm – presentation, issuing of starting numbers, training, friendly matches  

 

Saturday July 13th 

8.30 am – 9.45 am: Opening of the premises & welcoming of participants 

9.45 am: Welcoming word of mayor 

10.00 am – 4.00 pm: EM Group phase 

4.30 pm – 7.00 pm: Nation’s Cup 

7.00 pm – Nation’s Cup medal ceremony (best 3 teams) 

 

Sunday July 14th 

10.00 am – 5.00 pm: EM play-off phase 

10.00 am – 1st and 2nd round of Last chance tournament (best of 3 sets) 

10.00 am – Play off – 1st Round (best of 3 sets) 

10.45 am – Play off – 2nd Round (best of 3 sets) 

11.30 am – Play off – 3rd Round (best of 5 sets) 

1.15 pm – Play off – Quarterfinal (best of 5 sets) 

https://ff-molkky.fr/euro-indoor-2024-en/
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2.30 pm – Play off – Semifinal (best of 5 sets) 

3.15 pm – Last chance tournament final and bronze medal match (best of 5 sets) 

3:15 (or later) – EM bronze medal match (best of 5 sets) 

4.00 pm – EM Final (best of 5 sets) 

5.00 pm - EM medal closing ceremony 

PLAYING EQUIPMENT 

The tournament will only be played with official Mölkky sets from Tactic Games Oy. It is 

not allowed to play with equipment other than the ones provided by the organisers, e.g. 

players’ own throwers. 

The throwers provided by the organisers will be numbered according to the numbering of the 

playing fields and, as a rule, must only be used on the lane whose number corresponds to the 

thrower number. Any changes in this respect can only be made by a main referee. The final 

match of the EM main tournament will be played with a new Mölkky set and a new thrower. 

RULES 

Main rules 

All EM tournaments shall be played in accordance with the official Mölkky rules as 

contained in the Tournament Rules document published by the IMO (version 11.02.2024). 

 

In matches of all EM tournaments, there is no time limit for throwing, unless a referee 

decides to introduce a time limit for the match. If a time limit is introduced, the time is 

measured from the moment the team has physical access to the thrower (e.g. by being handed 

or placed in the throwing area by the referee or the opposing team) when all the skittles have 

been set upright until the moment the thrower is released from the throwing player's hand. 

The throwing time includes both consultation within the team and preparation for the throw 

itself. 

The organisers encourage a fair play rule of throwing in a reasonable amount of time, no 

longer than necessary. If there is a risk of delaying the planned timetable, strict adherence to 

Rule 9.2 of the aforementioned Official Rules will be required - i.e. a maximum of 60 

seconds to make a throw. 

 

In the event that either team exceeds the 50-point mark for the third time in a set and the 

score drops to 25 points, they will lose the game to their opponent at that point with a score of 

25:50. 

 

In all EM tournaments the rule is: 1 player - 1 team. This means that one person cannot play 

on more than one team within one tournament. 

https://www.international-molkky.org/_files/ugd/734080_f950738b65824021b4f831250eedb153.pdf
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In all EM tournaments, changes of players (within the team line-up) may only take place 

between sets and matches. No changes in the playing line-up of a team are allowed during a 

set. 

 

A maximum of 15 throws are allowed in each set in Warm-up tournament.  

If after 15 throws both teams have the same number of points and neither team has reached 

50 points, each team throws one more throw. Whoever throws the higher value (regardless of 

the 50 point limit) on this last throw wins the set. 

For example, after 15 throws, both teams have 47 points. Team A rolls 7 points, Team B rolls 

4 points. Team A wins the set with a score of 48:47 points. 

In the case of the Beach opening tournament, the maximum number of throws for each player 

is 12 per set.  In the event of a tie, 1 extra throw as described above will break the tie. 

Reminder 

All elements outside a playing field doesn´t count. If the thrower (Tikku) touches an element 

outside a playing field and then knock down one or more skittles, the latter skittle.s  are not 

counted as for any other throw. 

If 1 (or more) skittle goes outside the playing field or lay on an edge or outside the playing 

field, this skittle (or more) is considered as fallen and count as such. 

Overstepping the mölkkari up front or sideways is prohibited and the throw will be counted 

as a miss. 

Order of throwing 

In the group matches of the EM Main Tournament, 1st, 2nd, 3rd round of play off  and 

quarterfinal of play off phase, the Warm-Up Tournament and the Beach opening, the team 

written first (top or left) on the scoresheet starts the first set. 

In semifinal, final and bronze medal match of EM main tournament, final and bronze medal 

match of B tournament, the start of the first set is decided by a draw (in non-refereed 

matches, the teams involved in the match are responsible for conducting the draw - the draw 

can be conducted, for example, by tossing a coin or a thrower). 

In knockout matches of all EM tournaments, the team which throws first in the deciding set 

shall be decided by the number of points scored in the sets played so far in the match. In the 

event of a tie in points, the mölkkout (3 throws for each team) is held to decide which team 

starts the deciding set. It applies to all games including semi-finals and final. 

TOURNAMENT 

The EM tournaments will be played in the following formats: 

1. EM main tournament: 3-player teams (with 1 optional alternate) 

o  Group stage, play off games, placement matches, B Tournament “the last chance” 

2. Beach opening tournament: single players 

o  System of 4 rounds of 3 players “finnish groups”, 3 sets per round. 
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3. Warm-Up tournament: teams of 2 (with 1 optional player) 

o  Swiss system of 6 rounds, 2 sets per round. 

4. EM Nations Cup: teams of 3 (with 3 optional alternate) 

o  16 teams, play off games, placement matches, seeding for the game is based on the global 

IMO ranking of nations 

Information display 

Warm-up 

A ranking of all teams is updated, by a software, after each round and will be projected on the monitor 

at the organizers' court. 

 

EM 
A list of all games on a given course is listed in the score sheets on each course. 

A scoreboard and scoresheet are available aside each field. The teams will record their scores 

and the winning team will take the results to the organizers' main desk.  Group results will be 

updated regularly and displayed on the monitor at the organizers' desk. 

 

 

DRAW OF GROUPS, DISTRIBUTION 
The group line-ups for the group phase of the EM main tournament will be drawn by 

organisers and/or one of the main referees. 

The EM main tournament draw will take place on Tuesday June 18th at 6 pm CET.  

After the draw, it will no longer be possible to modify the composition of a team 

The EM main tournament draw and time schedule will be released on Wednesday June 19th 

at 6 pm CET on the Organiser’s page www.euromolkky.cz 

Beach opening draw 

For the Beach opening tournament, the 48 registered players were divided into groups of 3 

players who will play together in a so-called "Finnish group. After playing 3 sets, where each 

participant will start one game, once as the second player and once as the third player, the 

players will be redistributed into new groups and the whole 3 set game will be repeated a 

total of 4 times.  

Remember, this is just a beach opening to have some more fun! 

Warm-up draw 

Since there are 30 local teams and 30 non-local teams in the competition, we sorted and 

seeded the participants so that each local team would compete against 3 local and 3 foreign 

teams, as well as each foreign team would meet 3 other foreign and 3 domestic teams.  After 

https://www.facebook.com/events/2542726362558856
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playing 6 games of 2 sets each, the teams will be ranked by the number of sets won or small 

points scored and the top 6 teams will be awarded medals.   

Remember that this is a warm-up round! 

EM Draw 

The draws for both the main tournament and the Warm-Up tournament will be held according 

to the following procedure: 

- The 72 teams will be divided into 8 groups of 9 teams 

- The 22 Czech teams will be distributed among the 8 groups. 

This means that there will be 3 Czech teams in 6 groups and 2 Czech teams in the 

other 2 groups. 

- The 15 Polish teams will be distributed among the 8 groups. 

This means that there will be 2 Polishh teams in 7 groups and 1 Polish teams in the 

other 1 group 

- The non-czech and non-polish teams will be distributed in the 8 groups, knowing that 

two teams from the same non-czech nation cannot be in the same group. 

 

PROCEDURE : 

In order to have a harmonious distribution of teams within the 8 groups, the non-Czech teams 

will be grouped in “pots” by nation. Then, we will start by randomly drawing the nation that 

will be distributed first in the group. When all the teams of a nation have been distributed, we 

will draw a new non-Czech nation and so on for the 14 nations. 

The first team drawn will go to group A, the second to group B, the third to group C … until 

group Z. When we have reached group Z, the next team will go to group A and so on. 

It will be the same procedure for the czech teams, we will start by group 1 in order to 

harmonize the drawing, then pick a random “pots” and so on. 

 

 

NATION’S CUP DRAW 

As the Nations Cup tournament will be played straight through a play-off system due to time 

constraints, the individual nations have been assigned to their respective seeding positions 

according to the current ranking of that nation according to the official IMO rankings 

(calculated over the last 5 years).  

To complete the 16 teams, 2 additional teams were added to the 14 participating nations - the 

Czech U21 team and the VIP wild card team. 

The final result of CZE U21 or VIP wild card team will not count for the nation trophy.  

For example, a final between CZE U21 & Estonia means Estonia already won the nations 

trophy. 
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BEACH OPENING TOURNAMENT 

The Beach Opening tournament involved 48 players and will be played in the following 

format: 

Each player will play 4 times game of 3 sets in 4 different “finnish group” of 3 players. It 

means, every player wil play 12 sets in total. 

Each player starts 1 set of 3 in each group. 

Ranking criterias, in that order: 

1.     Amount of winning sets (player reach 50 points as first in the group) 

2.     Amount of “small points” scored (= total points scored in all games played) 

3.     Mölkkout 

Don't forget that the most important thing is fun and friendly atmosphere! 

WARM-UP TOURNAMENT 

The Warm-Up tournament involved 60 teams and will be played in the following format: 

Each team will play 6 games of 2 sets against 6 different teams. 

Each team starts 1 set. Approximately: 30 minutes per game. 

Ranking criterias, in that order: 

1.     Amount of victories (2-0) 

2.     Amount of sets won 

3.     Amount of “small points” scored (= total points scored in all games played) 
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4.     Amount of “small points” conceded (= total points conceded in all games played, i.e. the 

difference between small points gained and lost from all games played) 

5.     Mölkkout 

 

EM MAIN TOURNAMENT 

The EM main tournament will be played in the following format: 

● 72 teams, 14 nations 

● Group stage: 8 groups of 9 teams 

All group stage matches are two-set matches. 

1 point per set won. 

● Top 6 teams of each group advance to top 48 

● Remaining teams (positions 7-9) play the B-Tournament (playing for 49th – 72nd place) 

After the group phase, the teams will be ranked inside the groups according to the following 

criteria, in that order: 

1.   Number of sets won 

2.   Amount of “small points” scored in the 8 games (= total points scored in all games 

played) 

3.   Amount of “small points” conceded (= total points conceded in all games played, i.e. the 

difference between small points gained and lost from all games played) 

4.   Direct match between the 2 teams (without considering the “small points”) 

5.   Mölkkout 

● At the end of the group stage, the teams from all groups advancing to the knock-out stage 

and progressing to the B tournament will be ranked according to their places achieved in the 

group stage. 

 

● Teams ranked 1 and 2 from each group will not play the first round of play-off phase and 

will automatically advance to the second round. 

 

● The first round of the 1/32 finals and the second round of the 1/16 finals will be played best 

of 3 (2 winnings sets).  

In all play-off games, the "small points" scored in the previous sets of a given match will 

decide the starting team in the eventual last deciding set. In the event of a tie for "small 

points", the starting team will be decided by a mölkkout. 

 

● The 1/8 finals, 1/4 finals, 1/2 finals and finals will be played best of 5 (race to 3) 

Each team starts according to the following: ABAB. In case of 2/0, the team with no set starts 

the 3rd set. The team which has scored more points starts the 5th set. In case of a tie, 

Mölkkout. 

 

● All the matches of the B tournament are played best of 3 (race to 2), only final and bronze 

medal match of B tournament is best of 5 (race to 3). 
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EM NATIONS CUP 

The EM Nations Cup will be played in a play-off phase format. Each country has selected 

one team (3 + 3 players) in the tournament. In accordance with IMO documents, the lineups 

of the national teams of countries with national Mölkky federations have been decided and 

passed to the organisers by their national federation. In case of countries without federation, 

the lineups have been decided among the players from the given country. 

In the situation that only 2 players from a participating country are present in the main 

tournament, they may supplement their national team for the European Cup with a substitute 

from another country. This player may not represent both countries in the European Cup at 

the same time.   

All matches are played "best of 3" (race to 2). 

Ranking games for places 5-16 will be played in addition to the semi-finals, final and 3rd 

place match. 

The first set will start with the team that is listed first on the entry sheet.  

In the semi-finals and finals, the draw will decide which team will start the first set. 

If the schedule is adhered to, the finals could possibly be played in a "Best of 5" format (if 

both teams agree). 

REFERRING 

The main referees are responsible for the proper course of the tournaments and their 

compliance with the rules and will be clearly introduced to the participants before the 

tournaments begin. The organisers may also appoint additional referees to ensure that the 

tournaments run smoothly. 

Decisions made by the main referees are final. 

When a game is supervised by a referee, only the team captains are allowed to talk to the 

referee. 

From semi-finals onward, there will be one referee per match to lift up the skittles. 

PRIZES AND AWARDS 

EM Outdoor perpetual trophy will be handed to the winners. Winners can keep it until the 

next edition of EM Outdoor. A plate with the team’s name on it will be applied by its 

federation, or the team. 

Top 3 teams will receive medals for all players, provided by I.M.O. 

We know you’re not here to win anything but joy and happiness, but we still have decided to 

give you back almost all the amount of registrations in gifts, prizes and awards. 
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Food and beverages 

There is a restaurant with a wide selection of hot and cold dishes, a bar with a wide range of 

drinks and a grill will also be available.  

ORGANISER’S PROVISIONS 

Security 

We rely on each and every player and people present during this event to be responsible. 

During, before and after the event, please behave: whether in your behaviour, speech and 

acts. 

An automatic defibrillator as well as a first aid-kit are available on the spot. Few volunteers 

are trained to assist. 

Order of matches and fields 

Matches of the EM tournaments must take place according to the order and on the fields 

designated by the organisers. However, a main referee may decide to change the field for a 

particular match e.g. to speed up the tournament. 

Delays 

A team which, without a clear reason (e.g. a prolonged earlier match), does not turn up at the 

field designated for its match within 10 minutes of the designated starting time of the match, 

loses the match in question by a walkover (each set 0:50). 

Alcohol and tobacco products 

It is strictly forbidden to bring alcoholic beverages onto the playing area or to consume them 

in the playing area. Consumption of alcoholic beverages is only permitted in a designated, 

clearly marked area. It is only allowed to consume alcoholic beverages purchased in the 

catering stand in the designated area. The penalty for consuming alcoholic beverages outside 

the designated area is, on the first occasion, a warning for the entire team of the player 

concerned and, on the second occasion, an outright exclusion of the team from all EM 

tournaments. 

Smoking and heating of tobacco products in the playing area is strictly prohibited. The 

penalty for smoking or heating up tobacco products in the playing area is, on the first 

occasion, a warning for the entire team of the player concerned and on the second occasion 

an outright exclusion of the team from all EM tournaments. 
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There are cigarettes ashtrays outside the premises by the door. Please use them for that sole 

purpose and ensure to give a free non-smoking way to people entering and leaving the 

premises. 

Cooperation with organisers, referees, etc. 

All participants of the EM tournaments undertake to obey the instructions of the organisers, 

referees, security personnel and volunteers involved in the organisation of the tournament, as 

well as to observe the regulations of the venue where the tournaments will be played. Teams 

whose members do not comply with this obligation may be excluded from the tournament by 

decision of one of the main referees. 

Responsibility 

The participants take part in the tournament at their own risk - the organisers are not 

responsible for any harm to health or loss/damage of participants' property during the 

tournament. 

Facilities 

There are several gendered toilets in the area and in the restaurant.  
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Parking  

 
 

All the parking lots above are 5-10 min walks from the sport area, please, park your 

car at the specific spots to ensure normal traffic. 

Transportation 

Useful: 

·    Train website:  https://idos.idnes.cz/vlaky/spojeni/ 

·    Local transportation:  https://idos.idnes.cz/ostrava/zjr/ 

·    Taxi company:  City Taxi Ostrava: +420 800 290 000 

    Bolt 

    Uber 

 

 

 

 

https://idos.idnes.cz/vlaky/spojeni/
https://idos.idnes.cz/vlaky/spojeni/
https://idos.idnes.cz/ostrava/zjr/
https://idos.idnes.cz/ostrava/zjr/
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ANNEXE 

Participant’s list: 

CZECH 

 

Team Player 1 Player 2 Player 3 Alternate 

MIMONI Jan Chyla Kateřina Chylová Radim  Chyla     

LOBE STAR Milan Louda Radek Louda 
Stanisla
v  

Ozimý 
Mirosla
v 

Jindříšek 

SKM ZRUČ Mária Fialová Radim  Freisler Zdeněk Jelínek Leoš Fiala 

SEMTAMŤUK Petr Hanyk Pavel  Švanda Tereza Klikorková     

ŠTÍŘI Jarmila  Hanyková Jitka Klikorková Lída 
Janouškov
á     

MAMAJA Martin Blaheta Martin Ocásek Radomír Král     

BURÁCI  Iveta Burčková Jiří Burček Kateřina Blahetová     

DYNAMO Tomáš Lohynský Luděk Kvapil Jiří Kastl Marie Kunová 

BÍLOVEC HK Pavel Tisovský Jana 
Richterov
á 

Josef  Richter     

OPTIMISTI Jiří Tisovský Jaroslav  Koňařík Jana Králová     

KAMELKY Lumír Karas Jana Ryšavá Růžena Valášková     

ČERNÁ MAMBA Hana Kotrlová Kateřina Vrobelová Antonín Kotrla     

ARCHA NJ - 3 TYGŘI Roman Klumpler 
Rostisla
v 

Šimek Monika Šuraňová Vilém Hilscher 

KNS JOSEFOV Vojtěch Plecháč Matěj Kocman Ivo Plecháč     

M. T. V. Jakub  Šebek Vladimír Červinka Miroslav Červeňák     

WWW Pavel Benčat Martin Toman Šárka Menšíková     

REGEM GROUP Leoš  Fiala Pavel  Mácha Jan Zábrana     

DOUBRAVKA Hana Řeholová Drahuše Fedjuková Dana Sukdoláková Lucie Jindříšková 

MATONY David  Pelikán Adéla Poštulková Martin Pelikán Martin Poštulka 

PELMEL Vojta Vojtěšek Jiří Seidl Helena Seidlová Jan  Černý 

ARCHA NJ Josef Pustka 
Stanisla
v 

Jedlička Jaroslav Trefil     

OPTIMISTI 2 Zdeněk Stareček Šárka Ovesná Václav Rožánek     
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NON-CZECH NATIONS 

 

Team Nat. Player 1 Player 2 Player 3 Alternate

LEGENDARY HAJEK BROTHERS a.F. AUT Edi Hajek Andi Hajek Michael Trummer

KEITH RICHARDS a.F. AUT Daniel Fruhwirt Martin Graf-Wimmer Max Leimstättner

MCSG BEL Sullyvan Bougeatre Bernard Lerat Jojo Rauter Jean-ClaudeVincent

GETAFE ALTERNATIVA 1 ESP Manuel Gámez Carmina ColmenarejoLuis Muniz Nacho Labrador

GETAFE ALTERNATIVA 2 ESP Teresa Zafra Amandine Bichon Julio Andreu Ivan Rivas

WICIA 1 EST Ruudi Väärtnöu Silver Kingissepp Tiit Palk Meelis Tomson

WICIA 2 EST Uku Kollom Heikki Jögisalu Jaan Joonas

VALLU EST Virgo Kattel Hanno Voole Valeri Filipenko

ESTONIA EST Valur Kölvart Alger Jöras Märt Niinemägi Ragnar Nurmik

TEAM KAUBI/SAAREMAA EST Boris Lehtjärv Jaanus Raamat Tanel Raamat

KAUBI PLIKSID/SAAREMAA EST Marelle Lehtjärv Lisandra Lehtjärv Birgit Raamat

TEAM SAAREMAA EST Kristiina Lehtjärv Robin Tuuling Tarvo Pihlas Maarja Raamat

EH LAHTI FIN Timo Kemppi Harry Asp Jake Roponen Timo Hiltunen

DILLE DANTIT FIN Antton Soini Matti Lehtonen Hanna Sjöblom

JÄGERMEISTER FIN Suvi Soini Sari Kivimäki JJ Lehto

FLYING FINNS FIN Raija Soini Harri Helminen Joonas Soini

SAMPOT FIN Amalia Koskinen Petteri Koskinen Sampo Häglund Hannu Lekkermäki

KKS-ROCK FIN Johan Ekbald Aulikki PentikäinenKitte Vartio

MÖLKYNKÖLKYN FIN/CZE Akki Haapanen Lauri Alhojärvi Michael Beneš

LE BON, LE SNIPER ET LE MAGICIENN FRA Yann Rayjal Julien Freneix Geoffroy Gourdon

LES LAKERS FRA Pascal Gallay Régis Parroche Marcel Jourdan

POSVÁTNÝ OHEŇ FRA David Varzi Manon Schmitz Catherine Marquet

LES CROIX DE LORRAINE FRA Florentin Furhmman Jean MarieKlein Yvon Nicolay Gerard Devilers

BLINDE KUH KARL-MARX-STADT GBR/GER/POLCarsten Raschke Piotr Skotnicki Mick Harding Joe Foxon

MÖLKKY BROS HAMBURG GER Jan Grünhagen Volker Quast Achim Pfüller

ROSENGARTEN RATS GER Jérémy Goardou Ruth Wolf Kai Charkiewicz

VITAMIN A2B GER Johannes Brelage Carmen Heid Andreas Braun

ARMAZIONE SCELTA BELLMOLO ITA Simone Ruco Carlo Pulsoneti Giacomo Bartolucci Silvano Ricci

DOPOLAVORO MÖLKKY ITA Riccardo Bardzki Federico Fiorini Silvano Ricci Giulia Mengoli

AKTOBE GIRLS KAZ Xenija NepogodinaMichaela Valerya

DWUNASTKA MM POL Jan Sekowski Lena Glowacka Makary Piwinski Marcin Morzyk

ZAGRYFKA MASTERS OF PUPPETS POL Jakub Sowa Rafal Ściepuro Damian Szostak

KF FORMAT SZTUM/ZAKREGLENI SZCZECINPOL Lukasz Jezierski Arkadiusz Piróg Marcin Henkelmann

KARMI POL Miron Skoluda Karina Wittmann Wiktoria Wittmann

LESZNO MÖLKKY TEAM POL Hubert Pyzikiewicz Marek MatuszczakTomasz Kostrowski

MÖLKKY QUARTET POL Grzegorz Kasprzyk Lidia Krupicka-KasprzykAdam KuśnierkiewiczKatarzyna Kuśnierkiewicz

DST POLAND POL Krzystof Mocha Krzystof StachowiakMarek Rogalski

ZAGRYFKA FIGHTERS POL Lukasz Szulc Szymon Szulc Karol Konkolewski

PUSZCZYKI SILESIA POL Agnieszka WojciechowskaKatarzyna Pagor-MochaMaria Michalowska

PUSZCZYKI DREAM TEAM POL Tomasz Skoracki Monika Skoracka Mateusz Walasik Wita Piasecka

ZBIJAKI SENIORS POL Miroslaw Dymkowski Agnieszka DymkowskaBoguslaw Król

ZAGRYFKA KARAMBA POL Mariusz Goeck Karol Goeck Beáta Górska

ŚKKF SILESIA POL PrzemyslawLeś Iza Romik Filip Stachowiak

FALARZE POL Robert Bella Marek Derlatko Paulina Derlatko Daria Gluszek

PAMPÚCH SVK Andrej Jursa Miroslava Štrítzová Inka Hroskop

METALURG SVK Katarína Takáčová Jaroslav Jerz Ajka Finíková

LAZY BEARS SVK Jozef Novák Jaromír Mráz Roman Novák Dančo Vasilev

PROMÖLKKY 1 SVK Laco Petrík Tono Lukáč Štefan Fogl Oto Lörincz

PROMÖLKKY 2 SVK Jozef Petrík Eva Justová Zuzana Krajčírová Emil Oboril

LVOV KARPATY UKR Olesia Osovská Michal Osovský Vasyl Osovskyy Sergey Osovskyy


